Merten M-Elegance

High quality and elegant
Switches, sockets & boxes
Merten M-Elegance provides a special accent with high-quality materials, elegant colours and a harmonious form.
Genuine materials for more elegance

A product’s material, as well as its form and colour, make it unique and very special. Due to their high value and palpably genuine materials, Merten M-Elegance frames from Schneider Electric are highly appealing.

Whether glass, wood or metal, Merten M-Elegance frames have something for every taste. Merten M-Elegance also makes a good impression through its balanced frame:insert ratio.

Outstanding design that opens up the unparalleled product range of Merten System M, which provides more than 175 functions.

Dimensions: 90 x 90 mm

Switch Merten M-Elegance metal, rhodium grey

Three high-quality surfaces

Merten M-Elegance Real glass, onyx black
Merten M-Elegance metal, platinum silver
Merten M-Elegance solid wood, cherry
High quality
Real glass
Merten M-Elegance Real glass

A high-quality, distinctive material – glass comes into its own in the Merten M-Elegance frame version. The outer edges are cut like precious stone to emphasize the glass’ elegant look and feel. A premium-class switch in eight attractive colours which can be combined with a variety of inserts such as a rocker in Thermoplastic aluminium.
Merten M-Elegance | High quality and elegant

Switches, sockets & boxes

Aesthetic metal

P113589
Merten M-Elegance Metal

Its surface, restrained colours and high-quality, genuine material distinguish Merten M-Elegance metal. Whether in restrained platinum silver, robust rhodium grey, high gloss finished chrome or exclusive titanium. Especially when combined with different insert surfaces such as Thermoplastic brilliant or Thermoplastic classymatt, Merten M-Elegance provides a distinctive accent.
Natural and cosy
Merten M-Elegance Solid wood

Extra warm and cosy – Merten M-Elegance solid wood frames from Schneider Electric create atmosphere. With a distinctive wood grain and a natural look and feel, perfect for people who desire a rich, harmonious living atmosphere. Merten M-Elegance is available in beech, wenge, cherry and walnut.

Switch Merten M-Elegance solid wood, beech/polar white

Cherry/polar white
Walnut/polar white
Wenge/aluminium
Limitless options

Our switch ranges offer the best solutions for all kinds of application. Inserts for more than 175 functions are available in Merten System M. A selection of the great variety is given here by the example of Merten M-Elegance Real glass.
Merten System M

A system with many combination possibilities. That is what makes Merten System M one of the most flexible switch ranges around. Design and surface options can be exchanged and combined with each other without having to replace the insert.

The System M principle

Great variety and flexibility

QuickFlex® – It’s easy to get more done

Schneider Electric’s new QuickFlex® base system is the perfect stepping stone to success. The five factors of success of the QuickFlex® inserts for switches and socket-outlets show you how you can complete installations up to 25% faster and simply accomplish more every day.

Fast installation with QuickFlex® – Up to 25% faster

Connecting made easy
Align quickly and safely
Fasten in seconds
Convenient testing from the front
Intelligent additional functions

The bases are pre-equipped for modules

QuickFlex® flush-mounted insert switch

QuickFlex® LED lighting module for double switch flush-mounted insert
QuickFlex® LED lighting module for switch/push-button flush-mounted insert
* Make the most of your energy